
Activity 14: Assign pages to a page set - advanced

Overview

Why you should complete this activity

This activity introduces advanced methods of assigning PDF pages to page sets (page set 
positions). 
This activity is important because it illustrates how to:

Manually add a page set and assign pages—Scenario 1
Re-assign pages to different page positions in a page set—Scenario 2
Replace corrected PDF pages in a a page set—Scenario 3

What you'll need

For this activity you need to locate:

Prinergy Activity Practice Files / Act_14_Assign Pages Advanced

The instructor or coach will provide you with the location of the practice files.
 If you are completing this activity on your own or coaching others in your shop, copy the Note:

 folder (available on the Kodak Partner Place internet Prinergy Activity Practice Files
portal at ) directly to your workstation. For further information https://partnerplace.kodak.com/
about these procedures, see Activity 1.

Note: If the customer doesn't complete Scenario 1, have customer complete Tasks 1 and 2 of 
Scenario 1 before completing the following scenarios. Tasks 1 and 2 contain preparatory steps 
for all scenarios.
If you skipped Activity 1, consult the Activity 1  for information about best Instructor's Notes
practices for managing activity practice files during a training session. Activity 1 also contains 
important information related to the Prinergy client and server relationship, which could be 
helpful to the customer.

What you need to know

Benefits of adding a page set manually
If you added a page set manually, when you import the imposition plan, you have the following 
options:

Link the imposition plan to the existing page set
Create a new page set

In the first case, any pages that you have assigned to the page set are automatically assigned 
to the corresponding positions of the imposition plan. The advantage of this is that you can do 
page assignment in Prinergy Workshop before you know what imposition plan you will be using. 
Once the imposition plan has been identified, you can import an unpopulated imposition plan 
and link it to the page set, and pages are automatically assigned to the positions of the 
imposition plan

https://partnerplace.kodak.com/


Adding a page set automatically with imposition import
If you create a page set by importing an imposition plan into Prinergy Workshop, the page set is 
linked to the imposition plan. Then, if you assign a page to a position in the imposition plan in 
Prinergy Workshop, the page is also assigned to the corresponding page position in the page 
set. Alternatively, if you assign a page to a position in the page set, the page is also assigned to 
the corresponding position in the imposition plan to which the page set is linked.

Process templates used:

Refine process template:  >  > Refine Refine 1st Ref-Normz
Imposition proof process template:  >  > Imposition Output Virtual Proof Virtual Proof.
Imposed.600
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